Example Drawing B-2

CONSTRUCTION NOTES:

1. Construct weir section using HOG rings or similar.

2. Cut out hole for flexible pipe in case wall.

3. Remove dam as needed to place flexible pipe.

4. Make single wall hope pipe about 6 ft. to prevent
   placing main after lever is installed.

5. Drill ¾" holes in cullvert for repair to all for
   next to pipe and secure with double nuts.

6. ONE (1) FOOT SECTION OF FENCING WILL CONSTRUCT
   FENCE AT TOP. IF READY ROD IS USED, PLACE WASHERS
   BETWEEN BOLT AND NUT. SUBSTITUTE ¾" READY ROD
   WITH WASHERS AND NUTS.

7. Pipe diameter should be sized to pass the stream
   base flow.

8. FINAL layout of the pipe should allow for a shallow
   gradient to facilitate fish passage.

(BOX VIEW NOT TO SCALE)

1. Unlimited level before lever.
2. Unlimited level after lever.
3. #3 Rebar retaining pin.
4. Flexible lever.
5. Single wall pipe.
6. Flexible lever.

(SECTION VIEW NOT TO SCALE)

1. Unlimited level before lever.
2. Unlimited level after lever.
3. Flexible lever.
4. Flexible lever.
5. Flexible lever.
6. Flexible lever.